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Training course in London
Community garden or communal garden? This was one of the questions asked

early on in the Gardeniser Pro course recently run at Deen City Farm in London

run by Social Farms & Gardens, and a perfect nutshell summary of the program -

thinking differently, sharing experiences, and consideration of other perspectives.

A group of 21  trainee Gardenisers quickly got to know each other. What followed

was a whirlwind week of discussion, learning, advice, networking, best practice,

visits, fun and lots of tea and cake! 

The week combined useful learning and sharing classroom sessions as well as

visits to a number of other sites in London, with varied types and purposes,

including:
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- Sydenham Garden which is a therapeutic garden

- Stepney City Farm  which is a city farm

- Core Landscapes which is a community garden in the

heart of the city

- FreightLiners City Farm which is a city farm

- Pop Farm which is a small series of raised beds at a

city pub

- Brixton Orchard

From accessing land to volunteer management, garden

planning to budgeting, marketing to composting and

much more the 21 UK Gardenisers are now ready to

undertake their internship either at home or abroad.
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Replay Network will deliver its training course from the 17th to the 21st June 2019, in cooperation with the House of

Gardeners, under the patronage of Lazio Region, the 8th Municipality and the Department of Environment of the city of

Rome.  The training will gather 20 participants who will attend the course to back and strengthen their own competences,

as well as gaining new ones, thus becoming professional Gardenisers.  A distinctive element is the involvement of trainers

whose long experience in the community gardens is an asset, as well as the participation of the local network ‘Orti in

Comune’, which gathers more than 60 community gardens in the urban area. 

The active involvement of the local authorities is an excellent opportunity to promote the project at local level, and it

reminds the participants, as well as the stakeholders and the partners of urban community gardens in Rome, that the

community gardens represent an international phenomenon, and that the course itself will have many implications in the

future development of the professional role of the Gardeniser and a broad impact on the urban community gardens in

Europe.

Gardeniser Pro training course in Italy

Training course in Pau
From April 23rd to April 27th, Pistes-Solidaires organised the training of

Gardeniser Pro in partnership with the House of the Gardener (City Hall of

Pau) and the Conservatory of Old ( Heritage?)Vegetables (CLAB, city of

Assat) to train 19 persons from various backgrounds in urban gardens

organisation. This very intense week was the opportunity, for all of the

attendees, to improve their knowledge in setting and designing a garden,

managing volunteers and staff as well as discovering tools, such as the

Business Model Canva, that are helpful to prepare their budget and

evaluate their activities.

During this training held in Pau and Assat, the participants, also visited

various urban gardens, which were at different stages : for example, the

Garden of Guynemer Street is a brand new garden in full development,

while the garden of the CLAB in Assat, and the Garden of the Social Centre

MJC Berlioz are much more developed and in full activity. These visits also

 supported the activities: when they had to work on the design of a

garden, the trainees used these visits to support their learning.

The mobilities in Europe were finally presented and the different

exchanges allowed, taking into account the availability of the delegates

interested, to select the ones that will now do their internships abroad.


